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Forest hitting a corner franc mountain. Who suddenly sees itself in the
second August half to an enormous fish in airy heights opposite, no
hallucination experiences, but is in the open air exhibition in the middle
„moved wind “in forest hitting a corner franc mountain. In continuing it will
meet Trapezkünstlern, who fall from the clouds, it toward enormous wind
trousers will go, which are not at all threatening, but presents itself the wind
like a wedding garb. He will see various queue things, time and sand
installations, poetic louvres and puzzling constructions, which expose
themselves to the wind. „XXL Sturmwarnung “is an oversize BH, into which
itself from the frog perspective some cloud mad could. Reinl: „Beach shade
will remind there of the 250 million years old past of this region, wind harps
and sound installations strange noises will produce. Verletzliche Zartheit and
explosive strength are near together presented. “For the fourth time the
district forest hitting a corner franc mountain already organizes, in this year
for the first time in co-operation with the geo park forest hitting a corner
franc mountain under the artistic direction of Reta Reinl the exhibition and
the art competition „moved wind “. The resonance on the internationally
written out competition to the topic „blast tuyere “was overwhelming: 140
applications from 17 countries and 4 continents are the guarantor for a
various wind-look.
At four impressive places the objects, installations, videos, wind harps and
performances are shown: in the wind park „tail wind “with Twistetal Gembeck
with a great farsightedness, at „the Korbacher column “with their global
history, in the futuristic national park center at the Edersee with High Tech
Windkino and under days in the visitor mine Bertsch in mountain freedom. A
master program with daily wind cinema, „border migration “,
Multimediaperformance with dance on the ridge, child award of the prize by
Schneewittchen and summer jazz provides for additional attractions. Two
weeks long can wind and art-inspired the central mountain landscape to
roam across, to foot, with the wheel or with the car. They will meet so some
artist. On 31 August the exhibition ends to away Sommerjazz with a
conclusion meeting starting from 17 o'clock at the Korbacher column with the
award of the prize, Multimedia documentation with „Feabrik “and blow. This
week those took Exhibition already forms on.
„For days we are with the building yards of the exhibition cities and
municipalities, the employment society and the BBZ the circle craftsman
shank thereby the 115 exhibits in position to bring “, report Reta Reinl.
Everywhere werkeln artists from all over the world at their installations. So
also Joachim Jacob from Hamburg, which builds „the tower of the hoist in
Vöhl with support of Fritz shepherd “. „Everyone, which is here, is
enthusiastically of landscapes, people and helpfulness “, like that Reinl. The
variety of the exhibits in and with the landscape really already is impressing.
The opening takes place on today's Sunday, 17 August, at 11 o'clock in
Twistetal Gembeck. Far places of issue are out-described. It will give,
promises leckere culinary offers „Knüfi “out basket oh.
Thus for example a Windmüllerbrunch waits on Sunday morning.
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Current classified advertisements
KS-Helleböhn, 3 ZKB, balcony, 1st OG. Kp: 54.900,
- EUR. PROV. - FREE! Further offers on request. GWH,
(0561) 9377-234
Column: Real estate/real estate/Kassel
Hire purchase: Grosszüg. House, pre-payment
15,000, - EUR, 400, - EUR/mtl. Tel. 05272-390413
Column: Real estate/real estate/Kassel
Naumburg OT: ideally f. Fam. m. Children, KiGa
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